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The 800-HPRTV Series II truck
jet combines the power of
high pressure sewer cleaning
with a water jet propelled
camera system.

Power Plant - Our quality starts with
the triplex pump, powerful hydraulic
system, and the pre-painted power
plant sub assembly.
One Piece Shroud protects the pump
& hydraulically extendable and
rotating hose reel. The shroud is
available in corrosion resistant
Aluminum or Painted Steel. The
shroud and all Series II subassemblies are pre-painted before
assembly to assure the maximum
corrosion resistance.
Heated Rear Compartment uses an
80,000 BTU heater to keep
components from freezing in cold
climates.

Duraprolene™ Water Tanks
are comprised of two 750
gallon capacity tanks with
½” thick walls, and true top
to bottom baffles that are
repairable. The U.V.
stabilized material will
never rust or corrode, is
flexible in nature and will
not crack. The two tanks
are designed with 8 baffled
compartments each to
eliminate any tank sloshing
or distortion.
Smart Nozzle ™ brand high
efficiency nozzles are
recommended for the best
cleaning performance. One
high flow nozzle and one
chisel point nozzle are
included.

Patented Telescoping/
Rotating Dual Hose Reel
is stored in the heated rear
compartment and
hydraulically extends out
of the compartment using
the new Ultra-Glide system
for increased durability.
The hose reel is also
capable of 180 degree
rotation. The Series II
800-HPRTV is now
available with an optional
hydraulically powered
rotating hose reel.

Cleaning and televising with
the same machine reduces
costs while improving
flexibility and response time.

360 Degree View Camera
option allows you to switch
from a front facing view to
a camera that rotates 360
degrees to provide a side
view of the surrounding
pipe. This makes the viewing of laterals and trouble
spots easier than ever.

Sewer Inspection
System includes: rack
mounted controls and a
video recording device
(VHS, digital, or computer
with software) in a shock
resistant/weather tight
enclosure, a camera head
(self-leveling or 360 degree view), and a viewing
monitor (with optional
on-screen footage display
and audio recording device) all stored in the
heated rear compartment.
Remote Viewing Controls
are now available as an
option. Located in a
protective housing,
controls to operate all the
functions of your camera
system are available at
the viewing station on the
hose reel.

Umbilical Cord* is a
single unit construction
of 5/8” sewer hose and
multi-conductor camera
cable wrapped in a
protective, repairable
molded casing. The 500’
Umbilical Cord allows for
easy jet tv operation
working just like a sewer
cleaning nozzle.

Watertight Controls
are contained in a
weatherproof NEMA 4
control box.

Smart Counter™ hose
footage meter is
accurate to +/- 1%. Its
large 2 ¼” brightly lit
red LED display makes
the footage readout
visible up to 150 feet
away. The Smart
Counter™ is housed in
a water and dust proof
IP65 case.

Automatic Level
Wind with Up/Down
Action and a
Pendant Control
allows for safe, clean,
and hands-free hose
operation away from
traffic.

Information may vary. All specifications listed are based on the latest product information available at the time of publication. The right is reserved to
make changes at any time without notice. * Patent Pending
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